How to use a Chaser Parking Ticket

1. Pull into the garage and press the blue button to take a ticket. Do not lose this ticket!

2. Park your vehicle, attend the event. You will obtain a chaser parking ticket from the event planner. (You now have two tickets, the original and your chaser.) Keep both tickets.

3. Upon returning to the garage, retrieve your car and approach one of the exit lanes.

4. At the exit lane, first insert the entry ticket, wait for your fee to appear, and then use the validated ticket that was given to you afterwards.

5. Exit the garage once the gate rises.

DISCLAIMER: Your chaser ticket has a fixed value that covers only the time of the event. If you see a balance on the pay station screen, after inserting your chaser ticket, you are responsible for the value. You may pay the remaining balance at the same pay station via credit card.